“All by Myself...”

PIPSIG Conference for Those Starting Out in Independent Practice

Royal College of Psychiatrists
Zoom virtual event

**Wednesday 16 December 2020**

*TIME*

9.00  Arrival, registration, settling-in and welcome to the virtual conference

9:25  Zoom etiquette and introductions

Dr Lesley Haines, Chair, PIPSIG

9:30  My first year

Dr Mona Freeman

9:30  My first 10 years

Lesley Haines

10:30  Coffee

10:45  A practical guide to GDPR - What to worry about and what not to

Ross Tomison and Arden Tomison plus a DPO

Thalamos Ltd

12:15  What the College Library can do for you

Fiona Watson, College Library & Information Services

12:45  Lunch

13:30  Brainstorm: how to get yourself known

PIPSIG exec

Money Matters

14:00  Liz Densley and Tori Ferguson, Honey Barrett

Association of Independent Specialist Medical Accountants

15:30  Coffee

15:45  Reasons to be cheerful: working independently, but not alone

Dr Rachel Gibbons /Dr Rick Driscoll, PIPSIG exec

16:45  Review

Lesley Haines

17:00  Close